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At Diabsolut our teams have first-hand industry experience and 
in-depth knowledge related to implementations, integrations, and 
technology; which they use to create solutions that not only meet your 
organization’s needs, but are user-friendly, low maintenance, 
cost-effective, and highly-functional.

We help your Service Cloud investments go further, meet your business’ 
long- and short-term goals, and deliver measurable benefits like faster 
case resolution, by providing the right information to the right people, in 
the right way.

We utilize a teamwork approach to establish benefits, such as:

Better support for your business’ people and operations.
Faster, complete, and more meaningful digital engagement with  
your customers.
Service analytics tailored to produce relevant metrics and KPIs.
Improved processes in line with your industry’s standards and  
best practices.
Solutions that work to drive continuous improvement across all  
areas of your business.

Value Driven Solutions that Improve both 
the Customer and Employee Experience



The Diabsolut Difference

It’s our goal for every project and solution to exceed expectations, so that your
organization is better equipped to deliver the ultimate customer experience.

It’s a highly adaptable and scalable CRM focused on customer service and support. 

If your organization wants to integrate providing a consistent and positive customer 

relationship into all aspects of your business, then Service Cloud is a great fit. 

Our Background and How We Can Help

Service Cloud out-of-the-box is a great platform. Implementing it, getting it to work well with your other 
systems, configuring it to function optimally for various teams or departments—and then getting people 
to use it in a way that produces maximum ROI—is where most organizations fall short and Diabsolut 
excels.

We have service, business, and technology expertise, as well as hands-on project experience making 
Service Cloud the right-fit for our clients across multiple industries, including Field Service, Higher Ed,  
Telecommunications, Manufacturing, and IT. 

We tailor Service Cloud to your organization, its goals, customers, and people; providing ease of use and  
maximum functionality.
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Diabsolut’s Offerings Include:

End-to-End Solution, Advisory, and Managed Services
Multi-Phase Project Planning and Roll Out
Contact and Dispatch Center Optimization
Specialized Field Service Support 
Integration of Customer Self-Service Hubs, Portals, and Technology
 o Including Visual Remote Assistant (VRA) and Experience Cloud
Structure of Data Management for Meaningful Service Analytics
Contractor or 3rd Party Management Solutions
Extension of Functionality for Enterprise Level and Specialized Needs
 o Including Compliance, PSA; Asset and Revenue Management

Growth in
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Diabsolut + Service Cloud 

Visit our website: diabsolut.com    |    Get in touch: info@diabsolut.com   |   Call us: 1.877.341.3227

Our Service Cloud solutions connect the dots in an intuitive way for customers, back office, field, and 
leadership teams—as well as the overall business itself. Specific benefit examples include:

Customer Support Agents 

 UIs configured for the most efficient tool placement and data displays, so that tasks from   
 ticketing to managing records can be done from one screen.
 Macros set to expedite common tasks save time and eliminate errors.
 Knowledge management AI triggers and controls bring up relevant case info immediately.

Customers 

 Consistent and personalized support; with communication options that include computer   
 telephony integration, mobile, and social media.
 Customer portals and VRA options for self-service and customer support lessen the need to  
 contact an agent.
 Faster resolution with triggers and criteria set for routing and case escalation.

Management and Back-Office Support 

 Service analytics set to track relevant KPIs and metrics for individuals, teams, and departments.
 Custom dashboards, templates, and reports for improved security, compliance and decision  
 making.
 Configuration and platform friendly technology options replace custom code, lowering   
 maintenance costs.
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